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THE MISSION AS A TREE: A NOVEL APPROACH TO IDENTIFYING CYBER THREATS TO
SATELLITES

Abstract

The authors present a novel approach to identifying cyber threats to satellite missions. The method-
ology is innovative in both its applicability across domains of space actors in terms of satellite function
and ground station location, and its further generalizability to address other kinds of threats to uncrewed
spacecraft.

A threat analysis is conducted, following the four categories defined by the Open Threat Taxonomy:
threat agents, threat targets, threats actions, and threat consequences. This up-to-date assessment is
conducted by cybersecurity and subsystem technical experts, and varies by mission type, geopolitical
context, etc. ...

Similar to mind-mapping diagrams, the results of the analysis are visualised in a “tree” (structure)
which has 4 main branches. A threat target-branch is populated using the result of a detailed functional
analysis of the space mission under consideration. A threat agents-branch is populated with general
cybersecurity concepts that are not specific to space missions. The threat actions-branch is populated
by inventorying all imaginable actions that could be taken against each item of the threat target-branch.
Evaluation of the potential impacts of each action may add new items in the threat consequences-branch.

The most important contribution from this paper is to provide detailed lists of threat actions and
threat consequences that have been synthesised during this comprehensive threat analysis. These lists
draw from recognized cybersecurity frameworks, yet diverge from the usual cybersecurity traits as they
specifically focus on actions and consequences that are related to the space environment.

The presented analysis lays ground for enhanced cybersecurity threat and risk evaluations for space
missions as it provides a significant number of combinations of threat agents, targets, actions and conse-
quences so that better informed decisions can be taken. Better decisions ultimately lead to augmented
security for a critical infrastructure the world has come to rely on.
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